The Medical Image Processing Group (MIPG) at the University of Pennsylvania has been developing and distributing medical image analysis and visualization software systems for a long period of time. Our most recent system, 3DVIEWNIX, was first released in 1993. Since that time, a number of significant advancements have taken place with regard to computer platforms and operating systems, networking capability, the rise of parallel processing standards, and the development of open source toolkits. The development of CAVASS by our group is the next generation of 3DVIEWNIX. CAVASS will be freely available, open source, and is integrated with toolkits such as ITK and VTK. CAVASS runs on Windows, Unix, and Linux but shares a single code base. Rather than requiring expensive multiprocessor systems, it seamlessly provides for parallel processing via inexpensive COWs (Cluster of Workstations) for more time consuming algorithms. Most importantly, CAVASS is directed at the visualization, processing, and analysis of medical imagery, so support for 3D and higher dimensional medical image data and the efficient implementation of algorithms is given paramount importance. This paper focuses on aspects of visualization. All of the most of the popular modes of visualization including various 2D slice modes, reslicing, MIP, surface rendering, volume rendering, and animation are incorporated into CAVASS.
INTRODUCTION
Our group has a long history (dating back to the 1970s) of developing and distributing with source code software systems specifically for the Computer Aided Visualization and Analysis (CAVA) of 3D and higher dimensional medical imagery. In 1980, we brought out the first ever such package for medical 3D CAVA [1] . This software executed on a Data General minicomputer, which drove a Comtal image display frame buffer. In 1982, we brought out a significantly expanded version of this software package [2] . In spite of its high machine and display device dependency, this package was distributed to over 150 sites with source code worldwide. This package was also incorporated into the General Electric CT/T 8800 scanner [3] . We subsequently developed a more advanced package [4] for the GE 9800 CT scanner. GE distributed widely these on-the-scanner packages. Earlier, we implemented DISPLAY and DISPLAY82 at the Mayo Clinic whose investigators used these packages until they started developing the Analyze system [5] around 1984-85.
Around 1987, we started the development of a Unix-workstation-based software system named 3DVIEWNX [6] which was based on standard C language and a graphical user interface library developed by us based on X Windows. It also incorporated a multidimensional generalization [7] of the 2D DICOM image representation standards. This issue of the need to handle a multidimensional vectorial image as a single entity and also to handle non-image structure information such as surfaces is only now being looked into by the standards committees related to DICOM. These issues were addressed in 3DVIEWNIX in the early stage of its design during [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] . 3DVIEWNIX has incorporated numerous advanced 3D (and higher dimensional) CAVA operations including various methods of interpolation, filtering, segmentation, registration, algebraic and morphological operations, visualization methods for surfaces and volumes, interactive structure editing and manipulation, and scene intensity and structure-based quantitative analysis. Its binary version is available freely via Internet and has been used by 100s of sites, and the source-code-version has been distributed to over 180 sites worldwide to date. We continue to maintain, distribute, and develop 3DVIEWNIX by incorporating into it all functions that we find useful after rigorously testing them in one or more of our on-going applications. About 60-person years of work has gone into 3DVIEWNIX so far. Its design has stood the test of time and of over 15 applications pursued by us since its release. Recently, we have developed specialized packages based on 3DVIEWNIX that are suitable for use in a clinical environment. Five such examples are 3DVIEWNIX-MS, for MS image analysis, 3DVIEWNIX-TV for brain tumor (volumetry) MR image analysis, 3DVIEWNIX-AVS for MRA visualization and analysis and artery/vein separation, 3DVIEWNIX-CTC for CT colonography, and 3DVIEWNIX-AIRWAY for the study of upper airway disorders in children. We also make available extensive documentation such as the 3DVIENIX Data Specification, User's manual, and Programmer's Reference manual. We have utilized the CAVA operations implemented in 3DVIEWNIX in many applications over the years. In the following ten currently ongoing applications, 100s, and in some applications 1000s, of datasets have been routinely processed. Kinematic analysis of joints [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and the study of joint cartilage for the investigation of osteoarthritis [16] , both via MRI: In the former, our goal is to study in vivo the normal kinematics of joints (tarsal, ankle, and glenohumeral), how these are affected by joint pathologies and soft tissue injuries, and how surgical procedures are effective in restoring normal function. In the latter, our aim is to understand the MR imaging and morphological properties of the joint cartilage in an attempt to study osteoarthritis and its treatment effects. MS [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and late-life depression [29, 30] : Our aim here is to study via MRI the natural course of the disease, to obtain quantitative, sensitive, and specific MRI-based markers to characterize the severity of the disease with the eventual goal of using these markers to replace the subjective test scores that are currently used, and to monitor treatment effects. Brain tumor [31, 32] : The aim here is to obtain quantitative measures of edema and the active parts of gliomas via MRI to help in managing patients and to monitor treatment effects. (The software package 3DVIEWNIX-TV specially devised for this application is currently being evaluated in an American College of Radiology Imaging Network (ACRIN) trial.) Breast density [33] : The goal of this application is to obtain reproducible and accurate measures of breast fibroglandular density via digitized or digital mammograms. This measure is considered to be useful as an indicator of breast cancer risk. MRA/CTA [34] [35] [36] [37] : The goal here is to visualize vessels via MRA/CTA free of other structures such as bones in CTA and obscuring vessels in MRA (veins while visualizing arteries, and vice versa). CT Colonography [38, 39] : This modality of visualizing the colon for detecting polyps is an active area of research currently. Lung perfusion/ventilation study [40] : The goal of this application is to use helium MRI and Gadolinium-enhanced MRI of the lungs to obtain separate perfusion (Gd MRI) and ventilation (helium MRI) images and to segment and register the lungs and pulmonary vessels to obtain regional ventilation/perfusion ratios in the lungs to study various types of lung diseases. Upper airway analysis in children [41, 42] The development of CAVASS (Computer Assisted Visualization and Analysis Software System) by our group is the next generation of 3DVIEWNIX. CAVASS is a freely available, open source software system that runs on all popular platforms, provides for efficient and parallel implementations of important image processing, visualization, and analysis algorithms, and integrates with popular toolkits. In this paper, we focus on the visualization aspects of CAVASS. All of the most of the popular modes of visualization including various 2D slice modes, reslicing, MIP, surface rendering, volume rendering, and animation are incorporated into CAVASS. Surface rendering in CAVASS utilizing digital shell and triangulated shell (t-shell) rendering algorithms are implemented in CAVASS (see Fig. 1 ). These in software have been shown to operate 6 to 30 times faster than hardware-based rendering. Because of their ultra high speed, they have been implemented only in sequential and not parallel mode. Volume rendering based on shell rendering has been implemented in parallel mode and has been compared to the implementation in VTK. CAVASS operates at least as fast as VTK and often achieves superior performance by a factor of 1.5 to 5.
METHODS
CAVASS is an open source system written entirely in C/C++ and is based on our years of experience with 3DVIEWNIX. It encompasses four groups of operations: image processing (including region of interest, interpolation, filtering, segmentation, registration, morphological operations, and algebraic operations), analysis (various methods for extracting quantitative information), visualization (including slice, reslice, maximum intensity projection, surface rendering, and volume rendering), and manipulation (for surgical planning and simulation). In this paper, we focus on visualization operations. CAVASS retains much of the architecture of 3DVIEWNIX which has proven to be very effective, efficient, and easy to maintain and expand. The program libraries are compartmentalized into four groups: (1) data interface, (2) graphical interface, (3) process interface, and (4) CAVA (Computer Assisted Visualization and Analysis) functions. CAVA functions are further divided into four groups according to the four elements of CAVA: (a) image processing, (b) visualization, (c) manipulation, and (d) analysis. One may develop their own applications based on these libraries. In addition to these libraries, CAVASS also provides a sophisticated menu-drive GUI which together form a complete suite of medical imaging applications. Most of the popular modes of visualization including various 2D slice modes (see Fig. 2 ), reslicing, MIP, surface rendering (see Fig. 1 ), volume rendering, and animation are incorporated into CAVASS.
Our work on the surface rendering method of visualization dates back to the early days of CT and MR imaging [1, [43] [44] [45] . We have devised digital surface rendering algorithms [46] that run on PCs 16-31 times faster than methods based on rendering triangulated surfaces by using hardware rendering engines [47] and take about an order of magnitude less storage space. The simplicity and efficiency of these algorithms afforded by the simplicity of the geometry of digital surfaces can also be extended to triangulated surfaces and thereby achieve an 8-10 fold speedup in software on PCs over hardware rendering engines if the triangles are embedded in a digital grid as in the output produced by the Marching Cubes family [48] of algorithms. This also affords compact storage of such surfaces. Due to this computational/storage efficiency, the need for triangle decimation methods currently pursued to reduce the number of triangles in the surface for overcoming computational bottlenecks is obviated.
For volume rendering, we developed a paradigm called shell rendering [49] . The basic idea of this approach is to represent tissue interfaces as shells and do volume rendering by projecting voxels in the shell in a back-to-front or frontto-back order onto the projection plane, and performing in the process the basic operations of volume rendering such as reflection, emission, and transmission. In one extreme, the shell may be very thin, just one voxel thick, in which case shell rendering reduces to the digital surface rendering method referred to above. In another extreme, the shell may include the whole foreground of a 3D image. In practice, the thickness of the shell is in between the two extremes. Recently, a method of volume rendering that has become popular is shear-warp rendering [50] . Like shell rendering, the shear-warp method can be used in both surface and volume mode. The speed of its surface mode is about the same as that of shell rendering in surface mode, but its volume mode is faster (about 2 times) than shell rendering [51] , although the shear-warp method requires about 6-8 times more storage space than shell rendering. We have developed a new method, called shear-warp shell rendering, which combines the advantages of both methods [51] to achieve the speed of shear-warp and storage efficiency close to that of shell rendering.
Partial volume effects pose challenges to image processing operations. In volume/surface rendering, they cause severe obscuration of the objects of interest because of voxels not belonging to the object of interest exhibiting the same intensity characteristics as those belonging to the object. For example, in CT images, voxels in the bone-to-air and boneto-fat interface appear exactly like voxels in soft tissues. We have devised a method based on scale [52] , which overcomes this problem remarkably well so that the resulting renditions portray fine details significantly better than when renditions are created without using this method.
One of the earliest papers to suggest the use of structure information derived from images for surgery planning was [53] . 3DVIEWNIX contains extensive tools for manipulating (cutting, separating, mirror reflecting, moving, repositioning) structures interactively, all implemented without depending on specialized hardware, and to carry out these manipulative operations on structures defined in a hard as well as a fuzzy manner [46, 54] .
Surface rendering in CAVASS utilizing digital shell and triangulated shell (t-shell) rendering algorithms are implemented in CAVASS. Since these provide close to real-time speed even for extremely large surfaces, they are implemented in sequential mode only. Volume rendering (based on shell rendering), however, is implemented in parallel mode for COWs (in addition to sequential mode). The systematic row, column, and slice order of accessing image data makes it possible to parallelize shell rendering by chunks where each chunk is a set of contiguous slices. The image is divided into chunks, and each chunk is assigned to a processor which creates a mini rendered image and returns it to the manager processor together with other buffers such as z-buffer, opacity buffer, and gradient buffer. The manager processor combines all mini renditions into a final image by using the information in the associated buffers.
Parallel visualization
Parallel operations in CAVASS are implemented using the MPI (Message Passing Interface) standard [55, 56] . MPI is a standard component of the Linux software distribution and is also freely available for Windows. MPI is implemented as function calls in a programming library and treats a network of computers as a distributed memory, multicomputer parallel processing system by passing messages between the systems. From the perspective of the ease of parallelizability, CAVA operations may be divided into three groups, which we will call Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3. Our general approach to parallelized implementation of key CAVA operations is to perform what we call chunking. A chunk is the data contained in a contiguous set of slices. A chunk may represent SCENE or STRUCTURE data. In the former case, it represents a set of contiguous slices of the given image. In the latter case, it represents structure data contained in a contiguous set of slices. (The SCENE data type represents nD images -scalar, vector-valued or binary with a regular (rectangular grid) or arbitrary sampling scheme. STRUCTURE data type represents multidimensional non-image structure information usually derived from SCENE data.) There are many operations in CAVA, which work, or, which can be made to work, in a more-or-less "slice-by-slice", and hence in a "chunk-by-chunk", manner. In these operations, a slice (or chunk) worth of data needs to be accessed only once to complete the operation (or to complete one iteration of the operation) and produce the final output. Such operations are labeled Type 1. Examples of such operations are: image gray level slice interpolation methods (linear, spline-based methods) [57] , shape-based (binary as well as gray-level) interpolation [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] , image-based registration (via mutual information/correlation) [62, 63] , diffusive filtering [64] [65] [66] , inhomogeneity correction [67] , all non-user-steered slice-byslice segmentation methods (such as clustering techniques), non-connected isosurface detection, and structure manipulation [46, 54] . There are other CAVA operations, which work (chunk-by-chunk) in the above sense but some further operation is needed to combine the outputs produced by the chunks to yield the final output. Such operations are labeled Type 2. These are more difficult to parallelize and implement than Type 1 operations. Examples of such operations are various surface and volume rendering methods, particularly those that use some sort of a front-to-back or back-to-front splatting/projection strategy, such as shell and shear-warp rendering methods [46, 49, 50, 51] . We label those CAVA operations, which require each slice/chunk to be accessed more than once to complete the operation as Type 3. These are more difficult than Type 1 and Type 2 operations to parallelize the implementation. These operations can be characterized by graph traversal methods and the number of times a slice (chunk) is accessed depends on the shape of the objects represented in the image and on the orientation of the slices with respect to the object. Examples of such operations are: connected isosurface detection [68] [69] [70] , connected object segmentation in a hard or fuzzy manner [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] , and optimal path (graph cut) and fast marching (level set) methods of segmentation [82, 83] . In connected isosurface detection [68, 69, 84] , for example, the average number of accesses of an axial slice in a 3D image of the human body is typically in the range 1.5-1.8. Our aim in CAVASS is to parallelize the implementation for the following 10 groups of key CAVA operations: gray-level slice interpolation, shape-based interpolation, image-based registration (via mutual information, correlation), diffusive filtering (scale-based and non-scale-based), inhomogeneity correction (scale-based), structure manipulation (hard and fuzzy [46, 54] ), surface and volume rendering (via shell and shear-warp techniques), connected isosurface detection (both digital and triangulated), and fuzzy connectedness segmentation. With regard to visualization, the Type-2 operations we have considered are mainly those related to surface and volume rendering. We will describe our parallelization strategy for shell rendering in the surface mode. Minor modifications of this strategy will work for other methods in this group. This description is applicable to 3D surfaces. For higher dimensional surfaces, their 3D cross sections have to be produced first. The main theorem [85] underlying the operation of shell rendering (and of any voxel splatting (projection) method) states a rule for the order in which the voxels should be accessed and projected so that the voxels projecting onto any given pixel in the projection plane are in a strict back-to-front order. The theorem essentially says that this order of access is one of eight possible orders which result when all possible permutations of indexing the rows, columns, and slices of a 3D rectangular array are considered wherein the indices are allowed to change from the beginning to end and vice versa. Each of the eight ( 2 3 ) orders corresponds to each of the eight octants of the 3D space in which the projection plane/viewpoint is situated. Given the position of the projection plane/viewpoint, the indexing order can be determined by table lookup [46, 49, 86] . To render a 3D surface (digital or triangulated) via the shell rendering paradigm, a special data structure called a shell is employed which stores the surface elements (and associated descriptions such as normal, neighborhood configuration) in a row-by-row and slice-by-slice manner. Any surface element (a voxel or oriented voxel face in the case of a digital surface, and a triangle in the case of a triangulated surface) in any given row and slice can be accessed from the shell almost at the speed of random access of a voxel from a 3D rectangular array. Our overall parallelization strategy consists of the following four steps: set up, dividing into chunks, rendering each chunk, combining the mini-renditions.
Step 1 -Set up: This consists of view-independent and view-dependent set up operations. Most operations (geometric transformation, voxel/triangle projection, shading calculation) in shell rendering are reduced to table look up operations because of the regular geometry of the digital data (this is also true for triangles embedded in cubes as in the Marching Cubes methods). Such tables are view-dependent. View-independent tables are set up only once.
Step 2 -Dividing into chunks: Each chunk corresponds to surface (shell) data within a set of contiguous slices. Breaking up of the shell into chunks can be done very inexpensively, since the shell structure is slice-based.
Step 3 -Rendering each chunk: This is where most of the computations come from. Each processor renders its own chunk to create a mini-rendition.
Step 4 -Combining the mini-renditions: Knowing the location of the projection plane/viewpoint, the same table look up mechanism described earlier can be utilized to determine the order in which the mini-renditions are to be combined. "Combining" in the case of surface rendering simply means determining which pixel's rendered value in the minirenditions should survive in the final rendition when pixels overlap. In other words, this involves determining which among the overlapping pixels should overwrite (as per the back-to-front strategy) the rendered values. In volume rendering, this involves determining the proper order of composting the mini-renditions to handle the emission, reflection, and transmission components of rendering calculations.
A front-to-back strategy can also be developed along similar lines. In our experience with single processor implementation in 3DVIEWNIX [46, 49] , this strategy yields slightly faster renditions than back-to-front. However, we have used the latter combined with z-buffer in 3DVIEWNIX because of their use in other operations.
We have chosen to implement our parallel algorithms using the MPI/OpenMPI standard which is commonly and freely available for Linux, Unix, and Windows. Please note that MPI or OpenMPI should not be confused with MP or OpenMP [87, 88] . OpenMP (Open specifications for Multi Processing) is a parallel processing standard for "multithreaded, shared memory parallelism" [87] . OpenMP requires special compilers that recognize compiler directives embedded in the source code to control parallelism. Furthermore, "OpenMP is not meant for distributed memory parallel systems" [87] . Typically, OpenMP systems are expensive, tightly coupled shared memory multiprocessor systems such as the SGI Origin systems or the new SGI Altix 4700 which "supports up to 512 processors under one instance of Linux and as much as 128TB of globally shared memory" [89] . Our approach uses inexpensive, commonly available "commodity" workstations/PCs.
Another area where parallelism can be employed is in stereo rendering for displays such as those shown in Fig. 3 [90] . The CAVASS stereo surface/volume rendering implementation renders from not one but two different points of view (one for each eye) for each given position of the projection plane. Typically the angle between the two nearby viewpoints is about 4°. In CAVASS, this number is a parameter whose value can be modified according to an individual's vision characteristics. The graphics interface library and the GUI handles stereo display hardware devices such as the one in Fig. 3 . Library functions support all necessary interactions with the stereo display, including pointing to locations on the structures in their surface/volume renditions (we have previously published such algorithms (68, 69) , interactively performing curved cuts, repositioning of segments, and making linear, angular, and curvilinear measurements interactively.
Portable user interface
To implement a portable GUI, we considered Qt [91], wxWidgets (formerly called wxWindows) [92] [93] [94] [95] , and FLTK (Fast Light Tool Kit) [96] . Qt was eliminated from further consideration as it is proprietary/closed and requires fees ($2330 for one developer on a single platform (i.e., Unix, Windows, or Mac OS); $4660 for one developer on 3 platforms). FLTK and wxWidgets both provide a common C++ API that one may use to develop portable GUIs. Both are freely available on a variety of platforms, are open source, support OpenGL, drag and drop, and cut and paste in a platform-independent manner. Choosing between FLTK and wxWidgets is not simple but we feel that wxWidgets is superior because it endeavors to maintain the native look and feel of the platform on which it is running. Furthermore, only wxWidgets supports printing in a platform-independent manner. For these reasons, we chose wxWidgets for implementing the GUI in CAVASS. 
RESULTS
The two major volume visualization methods of surface rendering and volume rendering have been implemented and tested in CAVASS. We compared the implementations of sequential t-shell surface rendering implemented entirely in software in CAVASS with hardware-assisted surface rendering using the Marching Cubes method as implemented in VTK (using the vtkImageMarchingCubes class). We also compared sequential and parallel volume rendering implemented entirely in software in CAVASS with two methods of volume rendering (ray casting and 2D texture mapping) implemented in VTK (using the vtkVolumeRayCastMapper and vtkOpenGLVolumeTextureMapper2D classes, respectively). The timing results in seconds per frame were obtained by applying the various visualization techniques to three datasets of varying sizes (regular or clinically typical, large, and super) as shown in Table 1 and by creating 10s of frames and averaging the required time. Results for sequential surface rendering and parallel and sequential volume rendering appear in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. Table 2 demonstrates that sequential CAVASS shell rendering, entirely in software and without antialiasing, was more than 8.5 times faster than hardware-based rendering as implemented in VTK for the largest dataset (super) in our test. With antialiasing, CAVASS shell rendering was more than 5 times faster. For volume rendering, Table 3 shows that the CAVASS implementation, entirely in software, was faster than both ray casting and 2D texture mapping as implemented in VTK for both the regular and large datasets. For the super dataset, sequential CAVASS volume rendering was slower than volume rendering in VTK but the parallel implementation of volume rendering in CAVASS was almost twice as fast as ray casting in VTK. Although VTK ray casting was able to render the largest dataset, 2D texture mapping as implemented in VTK was unable to render the largest dataset after more than 240 seconds. This is likely due to the limited amount of memory on the graphics card. When we compare VTK ray casting to VTK 2D texture mapping, we note the trend that VTK ray casting is consistently faster than VTK 2D texture mapping. Since CAVASS parallel volume rendering is consistently faster than both VTK ray casting and VTK 2D texture, we conclude that even with additional video memory, CAVASS parallel volume rendering would be faster than VTK 2D texture rendering of the largest dataset.
All sequential tests were performed on a Dell dual processor, 3.4 GHz Xeon system with 4 GB RAM and hyperthreading enabled under the Linux operating system version 2.6.9-1.667smp. (It is interesting to note that with hyperthreading enabled, Linux reports the presence of 4 CPUs in /proc/cpuinfo.) The parallel tests were performed on a cluster of six single processor systems (Dell single processor, 3.6 GHz Pentium systems with 3 GB RAM and hyperthreading enabled under the Linux operating system version 2.6.9-1.667smp) interconnected by an inexpensive 1Gb (gigabit) switch (Dell PowerConnect 2608, an 8-port 1-gigabit Ethernet switch). All systems had Nvidia Quadro NVS280 PCIe 64 MB video cards. 
CONCLUSIONS
We described the visualization methods implemented in CAVASS, a new open source, open platform software system which is the next incarnation of the previously established and widely distributed 3DVIEWNIX software system. We demonstrated the extremely efficient implementation of visualization algorithms in sequential and parallel modes on COWs in CAVASS. CAVASS is the only freely available, open source image processing, analysis, and visualization software system for multidimensional medical imagery that incorporates other open source toolkits and provides for the efficient and parallel implementations of important CAVA algorithms. In particular and with regard to visualization, surface rendering in CAVASS entirely in software was demonstrated to be more than 8.5 times faster than hardwareassisted surface rendering in an established open source system, VTK. For volume rendering, we demonstrated that sequential volume rendering in CAVASS entirely in software is faster for the regular and large datasets in our test, and for the largest dataset (super), parallel volume rendering in CAVASS was almost twice as fast as the fastest hardwarebased method in VTK.
CAVASS is available from www.mipg.upenn.edu/~cavass.
